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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a retransmission–based error recov-

ery scheme in multicast communications for live audio and
video streams transferred over the Internet/intranets. The
scheme is referred to as MRVTR (Multicast based on Re-
transmission with Virtual–Time Rendering). In order to
suppress retransmission traffic, MRVTR adopts a method
for controlling NACK (Negative Acknowledgment) trans-
mission according to the network load. By simulation, we
first demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes
in terms of application–level QoS. We then investigate the
relationship between buffering time for media synchro-
nization and application–level QoS of MRVTR.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Multicasting is an important technique for audio and

video streaming, which is one of the most promising appli-
cations in the Internet and intranets. Usually, multicasting
in the networks employs IP multicast, which provides the
best–effort service and noQoS (Quality–of–Service)con-
trol mechanism.

A variety of studies on retransmission–based reliable
multicast protocols for QoS guarantee have been re-
ported [1]. For example,RMTP (Reliable Multicast Trans-
port Protocol)[2] was proposed for transfer of discrete me-
dia like computer data, whileSTORM (STructure–Oriented
Resilient Multicast)[3], LVMR (Layered Video Multicast
with Retransmission)[4] andRMTP–II [5] were proposed
for distribution of continuous (or stream) media such as
audio and video. RMTP uses positive acknowledgments
(ACKs) to recover from packet loss; this approach is often
referred to assender–initiated[1], since it is the responsi-
bility of the sender to detect packet loss. On the other hand,
in STORM and LVMR, the source of media streams detects
packet loss by negative acknowledgments (NACKs) from
destinations; this approach is calledreceiver–initiated[1].
RMTP–II combines ACKs and NACKs to achieve reliabil-
ity in both continuous and discrete media transfer.

These protocols have solved thefeedback–implosion
problem [6]. That is, if every receiver reports about the
success or failure of the data transfer, the sender will be
overwhelmed with feedback packets (ACKs or NACKs).
A typical solution to the problem groups receivers into lo-
cal regions and generates a single feedback packet per local
region [2].

The QoS assessment of the reliable multicast protocols
proposed so far has also been made; however, most of them
deal withnode–level, network–levelandend–to–end–level
QoSsuch as transfer efficiency, delay and delay jitter at the
transport layer or lower layers of the protocol stack. For
the users, on the other hand, the subjective quality (i.e.,
user–level QoS) is the most important QoS; it is closely
related toapplication–level QoS[7]. Nevertheless, very

few studies on the reliable multicast refer to application–
level QoS.

For continuous media, an important feature that distin-
guishes them from discrete media is the temporal structure
of the former. The preservation of the temporal structure
is essential to application–level QoS of continuous media;
this is referred to asmedia synchronization. Thus, we re-
gard the quality of media synchronization as the major part
of the application–level QoS in this paper. It should be
noted that retransmission ofmedia units (MUs), each of
which is the information unit for media synchronization,
aggravates network delay jitter. Therefore, when we use
some retransmission–based protocol for error recovery of
continuous media, we should give considerable thought to
the issue of media synchronization.

In [8], the authors propose a retransmission–based er-
ror recovery scheme in cooperation with media synchro-
nization for audio and video streaming. It is referred to
as Retransmission with Virtual–Time Rendering (RVTR).
However, RVTR is proposed for unicast communications
and then is not suited to multicast communications. If we
use RVTR with no enhancement for multicast communica-
tions, the number of MU retransmission greatly increases
owing to many requests from many destinations. There-
fore, the output quality of media streams may degrade dras-
tically.

In this paper, we enhance RVTR to cope with multi-
cast communications in middle–scale intranets. We re-
fer to the scheme asmulticast based on RVTR (MRVTR).
MRVTR employs an receiver–initiated global retransmis-
sion scheme in which neither special relay nodes nor
routers are needed in the multicast tree. Therefore, it can
be applied to the current Internet/intranets easily.

The retransmission–based error recovery scheme should
have enough buffering time for media synchronization to
absorb the aggravated delay jitter. In live audio and video
streaming, on the other hand,MU delays, which is defined
as the time interval from the moment an MU is generated
until the instant the MU is output, should be short for keep-
ing the real–time property of media streams. However,
MU delays increase as the buffering time increases. Thus,
we are faced with a tradeoff between the improvement of
media synchronization quality by retransmission and the
preservation of the real–time property of media streams.

In this paper, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme MRVTR for live audio and video streams
in terms of application–level QoS by simulation in which
a middle–scale intranet is supposed. We then investi-
gate the relationship between the buffering time and the
application–level QoS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
proposes MRVTR. Section III illustrates a methodology
for the assessment of the application–level QoS, includ-
ing configuration of the simulation and QoS parameters.
The simulation results are presented and discussed in Sec-
tion IV.



II. MRVTR
We suppose that a source multicasts an audio stream and

the corresponding video stream to a constant number of
destinations. The audio and video are transmitted as two
separate transport streams. A video frame is defined as a
video MU, and an audio packet consisting of a constant
number of audio samples as an audio MU.

Both MRVTR and RVTR employ theVirtual–Time Ren-
dering (VTR) algorithm[9], [10] enhanced for managing
MU drop and retransmission for media synchronization.
When the destination notices any failure in MU transfer,
it sends a NACK to the source. Then the retransmission
is attempted during a limited time interval specified by the
enhanced VTR algorithm.

Enhanced VTR Algorithm
The enhanced VTR algorithm adaptively changes the

buffering time according to the amount of delay jitter of
MUs received at the destination and MU loss [8]. Initially,
the buffering time is set to a rough estimate of the maxi-
mum delay jitter, which is denoted byJmax [8]; after the
first MU is received, it can be changed by the modifica-
tion of the target output timeof each received MU. The
target output time is the time when an MU should be out-
put. When the MU arrives at the destination too late after
the target output time, the target output time is expanded
to absorb the jitter and provide extra time for retransmis-
sion; this means increase in the buffering time. In order to
preserve the real–time property of live media, we can set
the maximum allowable delay∆al [8] so that the modifi-
cation of the target output time does not make MU delay
exceed this limit. Furthermore, the target output time can
be contracted when the amount of delay jitter decreases;
this means that the buffering time decreases.

In this paper, the audio is selected as the master stream
and the video as the slave stream since audio is more sensi-
tive to intra–stream synchronization error than video. Only
the master stream can modify the target output time for it-
self, and accordingly the slave stream modifies it by the
same amount at the same time.

NACK Control Scheme
MRVTR adopts a method of unicast NACK transmis-

sion on the basis of the results in [11]. Furthermore, the
source retransmits requested MUs to all the destinations
by multicasting as in [12].

The feedback–implosion is a problem which may occur
in multicast communications. Many studies solve the prob-
lem by grouping receivers into local regions and generating
a single feedback packet per local region; this scheme need
a special relay node which gathers feedback packets per
local region. In this paper, however, we focus on a global
retransmission scheme without any special relay node in
order to be compatible with the current Internet/intranets.

We also find other schemes which solve the problem in
the literature. For example, each destination sets a random
timer before sending a feedback packet [13]. Another ex-
ample is that each destination generates a single feedback
packet which includes feedback information for multiple
received or lost packets at the destination [2]. However,
these schemes cause notification latency of feedback infor-
mation. Thereby, they are not appropriate from a real–time
property point of view.

In order to suppress the traffic, MRVTR employs a
method for controlling NACK transmission according to
the network load, which is called theNACK control
scheme. It is employed by the video stream only. This
is because the size of a video MU is usually much larger
than that of a voice MU, and then excessively retransmitted
video MUs may cause significant degradation of the output
quality of the media streams.
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Fig. 1. Network configuration.

In what follows, we describe how to know the network
state at each destination and how to control the NACK
transmission. In order to know the network state, the des-
tination periodically measures the loss rate of newly trans-
mitted MUs of video. We define it as the ratio of the
number of lost MUs newly transmitted to the total num-
ber of newly transmitted MUs which should be received
during each observation period (say, 5 seconds). The net-
work state is classified into three levels:CONGESTED,
LOADED andUNLOADED. When the loss rate is larger
than a threshold valueLhigh, the level is set to CON-
GESTED; that is, network congestion is detected, and then
the destination sends no NACK. The loss rates smaller than
another thresholdLlow (Llow < Lhigh) mean the level of
UNLOADED, which is considered lightly loaded. At this
level, lost MUs are very few, and then the application–
level QoS hardly degrades; thus, the destination sends no
NACK. The network sate of LOADED means that the net-
work load is moderate; therefore, the destination transmits
NACKs.

III. METHOD OF THE SIMULATION
In order to assess application–level QoS of MRVTR, we

perform computer simulation withns–2 (network simula-
tor version 2)[14]. In this paper, we suppose sixteen ter-
minals receiving multicast live media; this is an example
of a middle–scale intranet.

Network Configuration
Figure 1 illustrates the network configuration in the sim-

ulation. Rk (k = 1, 2, · · · , 16) denotes a router node.
MS is a source terminal node, and terminal MRl (l =
1, 2, · · · , 16) is a destination. Furthermore, LS1 and LS2
display load sender terminals, while LR1 and LR2 are
the load receiver terminals. Each connection between two
router nodes is a 2 Mbps duplex link with a transmission
delay of 1 ms; the link is assumed to be a serial line. The
link between a router node and a terminal node is an Ether-
net; its transmission rate is 10 Mbps, and the transmission
delay is 0.1 ms. Each link has a FIFO (First–In First–Out)
queue.

In the simulation, we suppose MS to be the voice–video
source. MS multicasts the media streams to all the des-
tinations. We employ theDense Mode protocol[14] for
multicast routing; the protocol is pre–installed in ns–2 and
is similar to PIM–DM (Protocol Independent Multicast –
Dense Mode) [15].

We use a voice stream of ITU–T G.711µ–law and an
MPEG1 video stream. Table I shows the specifications of
the voice and video. Furthermore, we take media capturing
and encoding delay time into consideration in the simula-
tion. The capture duration of a voice MU equals the inter–
MU time, which is 50 ms in this paper, and the time needed



TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE VOICE AND VIDEO.

item voice video

coding scheme ITU–T MPEG1
G.711µ–law GOP I

image size [pixels] — 176× 128
original average MU size [bytes] 400 1905
original average MU rate [MU/s] 20.0
original average inter–MU time [ms] 50.0
original average bit rate [kbps] 64.0 305.0
measurement time [s] 90.0

to encode is negligible; therefore, we set the capturing and
encoding delay time of each voice MU is 50 ms. On the
other hand, the capture duration of a video MU is just a
moment. However, it spends much time to encode a video
frame. In this paper, we set the capturing and encoding de-
lay time of each video MU to 8 ms, which is the same time
as that in the experimental system in [8]1. Each MU leaves
the source the capturing and encoding delay time after its
timestamp.

We employ the same values of the thresholds and the
parameters for RVTR as those in [8], except forJmax and
∆al. Moreover, as the threshold values for the NACK con-
trol scheme, we selectLlow =5 % andLhigh =10 %; these
values were determined after we had tried several values
for each.

LS1, LS2, LR1 and LR2 are used to handle traffic flows
of interference. LS1 sends fixed–size IP datagrams of
1500 bytes each to LR1 at exponentially distributed inter-
vals; these data messages are referred to asinterference
data 1. LS2 also transfers data messages to LR2 in the
same way as LS1; we refer to them asinterference data 2.
The amount of the interference data traffic is adjusted by
changing the average of the interval.

QoS Parameters
In order to assess the application–level QoS of the pro-

posed scheme, we need to examine the media synchroniza-
tion quality as well as the efficiency of information transfer
at the application–level.

For the quality assessment of intra–stream synchroniza-
tion for audio or video, we first evaluate thecoefficient of
variation of output interval, which represents the smooth-
ness of output of a media stream. In addition, we use the
MU loss rate, which is the ratio of the number of MUs lost
to the total number of MUs generated, to investigate the
efficiency of retransmission.

We have also assessed inter–stream synchronization
quality in the simulation. As a result, we noticed that all
the schemes have high inter–stream synchronization qual-
ity. Thus, we do not show the result.

Theaverage MUdelay, which is the average time of MU
delay, is a key measure for live media.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We first examine detrimental effects of the interference

data load on the quality whenJmax and ∆al are set to
100 ms and 300 ms, respectively. We then examine the ef-
fect of the buffering time for media synchronization on the
application–level QoS by changingJmax and∆al when the
average rate of interference data transmitted by LS1 (i.e.,
interference data 1) is 1.0 Mbps, and LS2 transmits the in-
terference data (i.e., interference data 2) at 1.7 Mbps.

1In [8], JPEG is employed for video codec. On the other hand, this
paper handles MPEG video. However, because of the GOP pattern in this
paper, we have assumed that the capturing and encoding delay time of
each MU is approximately the same as that of JPEG video in [8].
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We compare the application–level QoS of four schemes:
MRVTR, RVTR, VTR andNC (No Control). VTR exerts
the enhanced VTR algorithm in [8] with no retransmission.
NC means that neither retransmission control nor media
synchronization control is carried out.

In the comparison, we focus on the application–level
QoS at MR1 and MR9. This is because the application–
level QoS at MR1 is the same as that at MR2 through MR8,
while the application–level QoS at MR9 is the same as that
at MR10 through MR16.

In this paper, each symbol in the figures to be shown
represents the average of 10 measured values which were
obtained by changing the random seed for generating the
interference traffic. We also show 95 % confidence inter-
vals of the QoS parameters in the figures. However, when
the interval is smaller than the size of the corresponding
symbol representing the simulation result, we do not show
it in the figures.

Effect of Data Load
In this section, we keep the amount of interference data 1

at 1.0 Mbps and change that of interference data 2 from
1.0 Mbps to 1.9 Mbps.

We first show the application–level QoS at MR9, which
is inferior to that at MR1 because of the difference in the
interference traffic. We then present the application–level
QoS at MR1.

Results of Terminal MR9: We present the simulation
results at MR9 in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the coeffi-
cient of variation of output interval for voice as a function
of data load (interference data 2). Figure 3 displays the MU
loss rate of video versus data load (interference data 2).

We can confirm in Fig. 2 that for all the data loads here,
RVTR has the largest coefficient of variation of output in-
terval for voice among all the schemes. The reason is
as follows. In RVTR, whenever each destination detects
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Fig. 4. Coefficient of variation of output interval for voice versus data
load at MR1.

some lost MU of which theretransmission deadline[8]
is not reached, it sends a NACK to the source. The re-
transmission deadline is the target output time of a MU
which will be output to the next of the missing MU. In
the network configuration, eight duplicate NACKs may ar-
rive at the source successively, because eight destinations
may detect MU loss at the same time. The source retrans-
mits a requested MU immediately upon getting a NACK,
if it judges that the MU can arrive at the destination by
its retransmission deadline. Thereby, the source may suc-
cessively retransmit eight duplicate MUs, which become
interference traffic for newly transmitted MUs. Therefore,
the coefficient of variation with RVTR is large.

On the other hand, in Fig. 2, we see that the coefficient
of variation of output interval for voice with MRVTR is the
smallest among all the schemes for the data loads lighter
than about 1.2 Mbps or heavier than around 1.5 Mbps. This
is because MRVTR can effectively reduce the number of
retransmitted video MUs by the NACK control scheme.
Hence, MRVTR can use more bandwidth for retransmis-
sion of voice MUs than RVTR. Thus, MRVTR can recover
lost voice MUs effectively.

In addition, we find in Fig. 2 that VTR gives smaller
coefficients of variation for voice than MRVTR for the
data loads of around 1.4Mbps. This is because MRVTR
judges that the network is LOADED under this condition,
and then the source retransmits video MUs. Thus, the
retransmission control may cause the degradation of the
application–level QoS. However, the difference between
the two schemes is negligible.

We find in Fig. 3 that in the whole range of the data load
considered here, RVTR has the highest MU loss rate of
video among all the schemes. Figure 3 also reveals that for
the data loads heavier than around 1.7 Mbps, the MU loss
rate of video with MRVTR is a little larger than the loss
rates with VTR and NC. This is because the retransmitted
voice MUs affect the video MU transfer in MRVTR.

Results of Terminal MR1: Figure 4 presents the coef-
ficient of variation of output interval for voice at MR1 as a
function of data load (interference data 2).

We notice in Fig. 4 that in the whole range of the
data load considered here, RVTR has the largest coeffi-
cient of variation of output interval for voice among all
the schemes. This is due to interference of retransmitted
video MUs which are requested by MR9 through MR16.
On the other hand, MRVTR has much smaller coefficients
of variation for voice than RVTR, since MRVTR can re-
duce the number of retransmitted video MUs requested by
MR9 through MR16 effectively.

Furthermore, in Fig. 4, the coefficient of variation for
voice with VTR takes an approximately constant value of
0. This is because VTR has no retransmission mechanism,
and then there is no interference of retransmitted video
MUs. Therefore, newly transmitted voice MUs hardly drop
at MR1.
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We have also confirmed the feasibility of MRVTR by a
simple experiment, in which two destinations receive mul-
ticast live media.

Effect of Jmax and ∆al

In this section, we examine the effect of the buffering
time for media synchronization on the application–level
QoS by changingJmax and ∆al. First, we varyJmax
from 0 ms to 200 ms with∆al fixed at 300 ms. In addi-
tion, we setJmax=100 ms and change∆al from 150 ms to
400 ms; ITU–T Recommendation G.114 regards delays of
this range as acceptable provided that Administrations are
aware of the transmission time impact on the transmission
quality of user applications.

Results of Terminal MR9: We present the simulation
results at MR9 in Figs. 5 through 8. Figure 5 shows the co-
efficient of variation of output interval for voice as a func-
tion of Jmax in the case of∆al=300 ms. Figure 6 displays
the average MU delay of voice in the same way as that of
Fig. 5. Furthermore, Fig. 7 plots the coefficient of variation
of output interval for voice versus∆al whenJmax is set to
100 ms, and Fig. 8 presents the average MU delay of voice
likewise.

In Fig. 5, we notice that for all values ofJmax here,
the coefficient of variation of output interval for voice with
RVTR remains almost constant and the largest among all
the schemes. In addition, we can confirm in Fig. 6 that the
average MU delay of voice with RVTR takes an approx-
imately constant value of 300 ms, which is equal to∆al.
The reason is as follows. In RVTR, voice MU loss oc-
curs frequently because of many retransmitted video MUs;
accordingly, the buffering time increases largely from the
initial buffering time, which increases asJmax increases,
to absorb delay jitter and provide extra time for retransmis-
sion. However, owing to the constraint of∆al, the buffer-
ing time cannot exceed the limit and therefore saturates.
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Thus, the coefficient of variation for voice with RVTR is
large, and the average MU delay of voice remains constant
at about∆al.

We also find in Fig. 5 that the coefficient of variation
of output interval for voice with MRVTR decreases as
Jmax increases. Even in congested situations, MRVTR
can recover dropped voice MUs with high probability since
MRVTR does not retransmit video MUs; accordingly, the
buffering time does not increase so largely from the initial
buffering time. That is,Jmax dominates the buffering time
in MRVTR. Therefore, MRVTR can absorb delay jitter ef-
fectively asJmax increases. In fact, in Fig. 6, the average
MU delay of voice with MRVTR becomes large asJmax
increases.

In Fig. 7, we find that the coefficient of variation of
output interval for voice with RVTR decreases as∆al in-
creases. This is because the buffering time increases as∆al
increases in RVTR. However, even if we set∆al to 400 ms,
RVTR has the largest coefficient of variation among all the
schemes.

Figure 7 also reveals that when∆al is larger than
200 ms, the coefficient of variation for voice with MRVTR
keeps its value at approximately 0.1. Furthermore, Fig. 8
shows that the average MU delay of voice with MRVTR
remains almost constant for∆al larger than 200 ms. Thus,
in MRVTR, ∆al does not affect the buffering time so much.

We have also investigated the coefficient of variation of
output interval for video at MR9. However, we saw that
neitherJmax nor∆al affects the coefficient of variation for
video so much in all the schemes.

Results of Terminal MR1: We present the simulation
results at MR1 in Figs. 9 through 13. Figures 9 and 10
show the coefficient of variation of output interval for voice
and that for video, respectively, as a function ofJmax in the
case of∆al=300 ms. Figure 11 displays the average MU
delay of voice in the same way as that of Fig. 9. Further-
more, Fig. 12 plots the MU loss rate of video versus∆al
whenJmax is set to 100 ms, and Fig. 13 presents the av-
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at MR1.

erage MU delay of voice likewise. We do not show the
average MU delay of video here, since it is approximately
the same as that of voice in all the schemes except for NC
because of high quality of inter–stream synchronization.

In Fig. 9, we observe that the coefficients of variation
of output interval for voice with MRVTR, RVTR and VTR
decrease asJmax increases. We also see in this figure that
when we setJmax to a larger value than 40 ms in VTR
and 100 ms in MRVTR, the coefficient of variation be-
comes almost 0. The reason is as follows. The data load at
MR1 is not so heavy as that at MR9; accordingly, even in
RVTR, the buffering time does not increase largely from
the initial buffering time. Hence, the buffering time in
MRVTR, RVTR and VTR increases asJmax increases at
MR1. Therefore, the coefficients of variation with these
schemes at MR1 decrease asJmax increases.

In Fig. 10, we notice that the coefficient of variation of
output interval for video with MRVTR and that with VTR
keep small and approximately constant values. This is due
to no retransmission of video MUs in these schemes. In
MRVTR, under this condition, MR1 through MR8 judge
that the network is UNLOADED, while it is judged CON-
GESTED by MR9 through MR16; accordingly, all the des-
tinations do not send NACKs for lost video MUs. On the
other hand, we can confirm in this figure that the coeffi-
cient of variation with RVTR slightly decreases asJmax
increases.

We find in Fig. 11 that the average MU delay of voice
with RVTR does not saturate owing to the constraint of
∆al=300 ms. This is because the buffering time of RVTR
at MR1 does not become so large.

In Fig. 12, we can confirm that the MU loss rate of video
with RVTR increases as∆al increases. In addition, we find
in Fig. 13 that the average MU delay of voice with RVTR
increases as∆al increases. This is because the buffering
time with RVTR at MR9 through MR16 increases as∆al
increases. When the buffering time at MR9 through MR16
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Fig. 11. Average MU delay of voice versusJmax at MR1.
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Fig. 12. MU loss rate of video versus∆al at MR1.

becomes large, the source judges that MUs requested by
MR9 through MR16 can arrive at the destination by the
retransmission deadlines and then retransmits them. This
causes many retransmitted MUs which become interfer-
ence traffic of newly transmitted MUs; thus, many MUs
drop even at MR1. Therefore, the MU loss rate of video
and the average MU delay of voice with RVTR increase as
∆al increases.

Figure 12 also reveals that for all values of∆al here,
the MU loss rate of video with MRVTR is much smaller
than that with RVTR and keeps an approximately constant
value. Furthermore, Fig. 13 shows that the average MU de-
lay of voice with MRVTR remains almost constant for∆al
larger than 175 ms. This is because∆al does not affect the
buffering time so much in MRVTR at all the destinations.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we enhanced RVTR to cope with multicast

communications; it is called MRVTR. Then, we examined
the effectiveness of MRVTR in terms of application–level
QoS by simulation. As a result, we saw that MRVTR is
superior to RVTR and the scheme with no control (NC) in
terms of the intra–stream synchronization quality of voice.
In addition, we noticed that MRVTR not only reduces
the interference of retransmitted traffic at the destinations
which are lightly loaded but also improves the application–
level QoS at the destinations with heavy data loads.

Furthermore, we investigated the relationship be-
tween the buffering time for media synchronization and
application–level QoS of MRVTR by changing the param-
eters of the enhanced VTR algorithm, which is employed
by MRVTR. As a result, we saw that the increase inJmax
improves the media synchronization quality of MRVTR,
though it increases MU delays. We also noticed that al-
though MRVTR incurs increment of the average MU delay,
its upper bound is controllable by setting∆al to a desirable
value; this is also the case with RVTR and VTR.
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Fig. 13. Average MU delay of voice versus∆al at MR1.

As the next step of our research, we plan to assess
the user–level QoS of MRVTR. We also need to investi-
gate the relationship between the user–level QoS and the
application–level QoS.
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